Volk beetle 2013

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of all the price you see is the
price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Description: Used
Volkswagen Beetle 2. At Ancira all of our vehicles are hand picked and inspected for your peace
of mind. Odometer is miles below market average! The Lager family has made this an integral
part of their business plan since opening in Mankato in the summer of We take pride in serving
Mankato, St. All of our pre-owned vehicles go through a thorough point vehicle inspection
regardless of age and mileage. Reflex Silver Metallic Volkswagen Beetle 2. When you buy from
Timeless Motorcars you are purchasing customer service as well as a car with assured and a
Dealer who stand behind their inventory. We stand behind our product and offer a variety of
warranty options with every vehicle as well. We have the ability to get almost everyone financed
through our lenders with Rates as low as 2. Shipping available across the country. Looking for
additional peace of mind? Ask your salesperson about an extended warranty. Timeless
Motorcars. Special internet prices are based on a one-time payment such as cash checks
certified funds etc. For vehicles financed finance charges will be applied and will be greater
than the price listed online. We reserve the rights to end this listing or any other listings at any
time should the vehicle no longer be available for sale and sales prices are subject to change
without notice. Timeless Motorcars make every effort to provide the best possible service to our
customers and list the vehicles accurate information online. However this information is
provided to us by a third party such as manufacturers auctions history reports and other
sources. Timeless Motorcars will not be responsible for any service records numbers or type of
previous ownership. It is the customers sole responsibility to verify any information listed
online prior to their purchase. Visit Timeless Motorcars online at We are a family operated
dealership, in business for over 10 years. We guarantee that every used car we sell has an
accurate mileage count and has not been branded as a salvaged or flood-damaged car. Every
used car we sell comes with a free full Vehicle History Report available online or from your
Sales Consultant. Our technician put every vehicle through a rigorous Certified Quality
Inspection. Our Sales Consultants are paid a fixed commission no matter which car they sell, so
they can focus on helping you find a car that fits your needs. We work with a variety of financial
institutions to provide the best possible financing options. So what are you waiting for? Start
the search for your next car now! Power Moonroof, Heated Leather Seats!! Black Uni
Volkswagen Beetle 2. Recent Arrival! With a new, more aggressive design, more spacious
interior, plus a trio of tried and true engine options, the Volkswagen offers a fresh alternative for
buyers shopping around for a cool compact. Looking for a Volkswagen Beetle Coupe that is in
great condition inside and out? Take a look at this beauty. This impeccably built Volkswagen
Beetle Coupe 2. These options will simply amplify the experience of owning and driving this
wonderfully crafted Volkswagen. At AutoNation Ford Brooksville, we strive to provide you with
the best quality vehicles for the lowest possible price, and this Beetle Coupe is no exception. If
it does not pass our 70 point or point certified inspection, it goes to auction. Quality is better
than quantity and your complete satisfaction is our goal! This Beetle is a clean local trade with
leather heated seats, power sunroof, touch screen radio, Turbo diesel, flat bottom steering
wheel, Bluetooth phone, Bluetooth streaming audio, aluminum wheels, power windows, power
locks, push button start, tilt wheel, cruise control, and more. Stop in today for a test drive! This
vehicle is offered pre-reconditioned and is backed by our market-leading 5-day, mile return
policy. If you're not happy with your purchase, just bring it back for a full refund or exchange,
plain and simple. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating
you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying
about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with
our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. ONLY 69, Miles! Clearly, VW is
courting male buyers. If you are from Knoxville or around the areas of Morristown, Johnson
City, Cleveland, and Cookeville, TN, and you need a car for a good price, our floor is open for
you to peruse. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim 2.
Engine Type Gas Diesel Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders 5 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price
Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. Frame damage. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Our new Beetle is our 7th VW. The new Beetle TDI is a far cry from our model
with , miles. It still gets 47mpg, the new one is not so good, but at that ain"t bad. It rides like a

much larger car, but is fun to drive and quick in both acceleration and twisty roads and traffic.
My wife is very impressed, since she drives it to work because of the gas mileage. Our previous
jetta topped out at about 25 mpg, but was also a great car. The Beetle TDI is an ideal short or
long trip vehicle, well appointed and much roomier that we imagined. Go Figure. Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. The Volkswagen Beetle manages to pay proper homage to an icon of the
past while still being thoroughly modern in important areas such as powertrain, features and
performance. It's quite the balancing act to create a new car that pays homage to an iconic
model while still staying modern enough to be relevant in today's market. Yet the Volkswagen
Beetle manages to confidently walk that tightrope without so much as a wobble, appealing to
old hippies and young hipsters alike, not to mention plenty of folks in between. Completely
redesigned last year after the "New Beetle" had long since wore out its name , the latest version
of the Beetle is based as before on the Golf, only it resembles a New Beetle that's been
squashed from above, like a hot-rod VW of the s. Indeed, the latest car has a more classic look
to it, but also provides more legroom, a bigger trunk and a more natural driving position. The
upright dashboard has an available, secondary drop-down glovebox just like the original Beetle
and it is color-keyed to the exterior for a welcome splash of personality. For , a convertible body
style and a fuel-sipping turbocharged diesel "TDI" engine join the model line. The convertible
will no doubt appeal to sun lovers, since the fabric roof can be lowered in just 10 seconds. The
TDI, meanwhile, has the same turbocharged 2. With the addition of the TDI, there are now three
flavors of Beetle to choose from. The base 2. The Turbo is naturally a kick to drive, if not quite
as capable and as much fun as a GTI with which it shares some hardware. Still, the Turbo
should please most folks looking for spirited performance along with a comfortable ride. And, of
course, for those seeking max fuel efficiency the TDI delivers with its respectable performance
and meager thirst. All told, the Volkswagen Beetle is a surprisingly well-rounded small car. It
may not be as functional as some other small and less expensive cars such as the Ford Focus
or the Volkswagen Golf , but compared to other high-fashion compacts like the Fiat and Mini
Cooper , it's no contest, as the Beetle boasts a backseat and trunk that are actually usable. If
you're looking for a small coupe or convertible that provides equal amounts of style and
function, the Volkswagen Beetle should be a great pick. The Volkswagen Beetle is a
four-passenger, two-door hatchback available in three main trim levels that denote the engine:
Beetle 2. For now, only the two-door hatchback is offered, but a convertible version will debut
later in the model year. The Beetle 2. The Beetle Turbo additions to the Beetle 2. The Sunroof
and Sound package adds the same items as the 2. The Turbo's Sunroof, Sound and Navigation
System adds a navigation system to the above package along with leather upholstery. Bi-xenon
headlamps and inch wheels can be added to this package. The Beetle TDI includes the 2. It
similarly offers the 2. Later in the model year, the Beetle Fender edition will debut as an option
for the 2. This package includes unique styling tweaks that include Deep Black metallic paint,
brushed-chrome outside mirrors, inch "Disc" wheels, bi-xenon headlights and a "sunburst"
dashboard scheme that echoes the finish seen on many of Fender's famous guitars. Powering
the Beetle 2. Every Beetle is front-wheel drive. A five-speed manual transmission is standard,
while a six-speed automatic transmission is optional. In Edmunds testing, a Beetle 2. The Beetle
Turbo gets a turbocharged 2. A six-speed manual is standard and a six-speed automated
manual known as DSG is optional. Both the 2. Every Volkswagen Beetle comes standard with
traction and stability control, antilock disc brakes, front side airbags and side curtain airbags. In
Edmunds brake testing, a Beetle Turbo with inch wheels came to a stop in feet -- disappointing
for a sporty small car. Surprisingly, a regular 2. In government crash tests, the Beetle received
four out of five stars for overall crash protection, with four stars awarded for overall frontal
protection and five stars for overall side-impact protection. How the Volkswagen Beetle drives
largely depends on the engine you choose. The base five-cylinder is respectably powerful, but it
sounds unrefined and gets disappointing fuel economy. The Beetle Turbo, on the other hand,
has plenty of punch, sounds great and gets better mileage than the disappointing base engine.
The six-speed manual is quite possibly the most easily shifted do-it-yourself transmission
around, while the sophisticated DSG gearbox is a nice compromise for those who want the
simplicity of an automatic with the performance and control of a manual. However, throttle
response with the DSG can be frustratingly slow when left in the normal drive mode. The
Beetle's handling is respectably adept, though the car's overall abilities and steering response
are well short of what you'll get from a Fiat Abarth or Mini Cooper S. When just cruising on city
streets or on the highway, however, the Beetle is pretty comfortable. Even the Turbo's optional
sport suspension shrugs off bumps and ruts in the road. You can still feel every imperfection,
but there's no harshness to speak of. Road noise is reduced to a hollow rumbling, yet isn't
intrusive. All things considered, the Beetle makes for a decent choice for a long-distance road
trip. The VW Beetle has a cabin that draws design inspiration from the original flower-power

model, yet includes the same features, controls and construction as modern Volkswagens. The
trim that runs across the dash and doors can be painted the same color as the exterior just as in
old Bugs, while the Turbo gets secondary dash-top gauges and available two-tone seats. The
optional navigation system is easy to use, though its small screen limits usefulness. The
premium Fender sound system, on the other hand, is well worth the extra cost and provides
impressive sound quality. Despite its seemingly low roof line, the Beetle still provides plenty of
room for tall drivers. The backseat is also fairly spacious, though not as roomy as the related
Volkswagen Golf. The Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Beetle. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen
Beetle lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Unrefined base engine higher price than conventional
hatchbacks. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Volkswagen Beetle lineup receives some new additions. A
turbocharged diesel engine debuts, and it carries an EPA highway rating of an impressive 41
mpg. A soft-top convertible version of the Beetle is also new this year. Finally, there's a new
Fender-signature version that sports a dash treatment inspired by the finish seen on the
company's popular guitars. Read more. Write a review See all 8 reviews. Our new Beetle is our
7th VW. The new Beetle TDI is a far cry from our model with , miles. It still gets 47mpg, the new
one is not so good, but at that ain"t bad. It rides like a much larger car, but is fun to drive and
quick in both acceleration and twisty roads and traffic. My wife is very impressed, since she
drives it to work because of the gas mileage. Our previous jetta topped out at about 25 mpg, but
was also a great car. The Beetle TDI is an ideal short or long trip vehicle, well appointed and
much roomier that we imagined. Go Figure. Read less. Gr8 vehicle for the price! Luxurious
enough. Easy to parallel park. Fahrvernugen in a Beetle TDI. Former '72 Bug owner; and the
fetish remains. The legendary, iconic shape is there, and I really like the squatty, stronger look
of the With a diesel motor, how can you lose. The diesel displacement is such that EPA
emission add-ons were not required, therefore maintenance is oil, filters, battery, and tires - no
DEF fluid. The cabin is quiet, comfortable, sporty, and with a great sound-system. Skims
comfortably down the highway at 80 mph averaging Wife and I are in late 50s; and this car is a
big source of driving pleasure for eithe
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r short or long trips. Based on experience to date, I expect no less reliability than the other
Beetle diesel owners have seen thru the years. I can't think of any cons. Really good value with
VW standing behind product. I'd highly recommend for fun and economy. Will repeat every
miles. Much driving pleasure. Was the best trip car; saved us tons on fuel and was not
uncomfortable for the long haul we traveled over miles. This is a highway car. It's got 29k on the
odometer now; tight, spry, and athletic as the day we got it. Audio sounds great, too. Thinkin'
'bout adding a Golf TDI Love everything except the ability to play my IPOD. Love everything
about this car. The looks, the handling, the speed, the comfort. Love the sunroof. See all 8
reviews of the Used Volkswagen Beetle. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Beetle. Sign Up.

